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Rolling sky cheats

Clean Master Games Android 4.1 + Version: 2.3.9 0 Rolling Sky (MOD, Unlimited Balls/Shields) - a very popular game that requires you to be careful and be careful is the essence of the game that to spend your ball from start to finish of the platform hanging in the air. Controlled with the accelerometer of your smartphone. A large number of jobs and beautiful places will conquer
every fan of unusual puzzles. They go around all the obstacles in his way, and try to make him fall to the ground. Test your reflexes and reaction has come as far as possible, winning a large number of points and beating the record of his friends. Updated to version 2.3.9! SlideShare utilise les cookies pour améliorer les fonctionnalités et les performances, et également pour vous
montrer des publicités pertinentes. Si vous continuez é naviguer sur ce site, vous acceptez l'utilisation de cookies. Consultez nos Conditions d'utilisation et notre Politique de confidentialité. SlideShare utilise les cookies pour améliorer les fonctionnalités et les performances, et également pour vous montrer des publicités pertinentes. Si vous continuez é naviguer sur ce site, vous
acceptez l'utilisation de cookies. Consultez notre Politique de confidentialité et nos Conditions d'utilisation pour en savoir plus. Rolling Sky is a mobile runner game in which you control a ball as you roll through a level filled with dazzling colorful displays and deadly traps. The game reminds me of Flappy Bird with its deceptively simple mechanics, but once you start playing, you'll
find that it's actually difficult and annoying. It takes days of constant practice before you can feel comfortable with the fast turns and jumps of the game. Before you decide to give up playing Rolling Sky, check out these tips and hints that could help you push through until you've completed all the levels. Rolling Sky Gameplay HintsRemember that the controls in Rolling Sky are fluid
and don't rely on slow swipes like in other running games like Minion Rush. The game follows exactly your finger to be so alert, the smallest swipe swipes you make as it could lead to your downfall. Don't try to pick up gems on your first few attempts on a level. Instead, you should focus on remembering the map especially the paths you should take and the obstacles you need to
avoid. You can always come back later for the gems to satisfy your completionist tendencies. Don't even think about lifting your finger off the screen. A temporary loss of control can cost you a ball. Keep It just behind the ball, as the game told you to do. If you play with your finger in front of your ball, you won't be able to see the paths and obstacles in front of you properly. Some
players testify that using a index finger is the best way to play the game. Others say the thumb is doing the job. Don't be afraid, afraid, a few balls try to learn what works best for you. There really isn't a universal rule where appendage works best for Rolling Sky. Just find out what you feel comfortable with so you can play easily without dying too much. Some players also claim that
listening to the music of the game helps as there are hints of what to stay at any time warning you. If you're new to a map, you may be surprised when the colors suddenly shift and the ground starts sprouting trees or mountains. This happens halfway through the map and these changes affect not only the aesthetics, but also the kind of traps that try to kill you. Certain platforms
have a different look than the ordinary ones you roll on. Pay attention to what these fragile platforms might be that break when you step on them. Try your best to stay on the stable paths to avoid the chance of falling into death. The dangers of Rolling Sky are not only the traps and pitfalls, but also the changing colors and the pretty but deadly obstacles. Stay focused and don't let
these colorful visual displays be the cause of the destruction of your ball. Be incredibly patient in mastering a level. Expect to die at least a dozen times before you can even get to 50%. A good tip when learning a level is to watch other players in YouTube complete it so you get a good understanding of where you're going and what to expect. Rolling Sky Levels GuideRolling Sky
currently offers eight levels that they can play in any order. Each level is packed with various challenges that you can throw your phone against a wall in complete frustration. To minimize the likelihood of this happening, take a look at this level-by-level guide. Level 1: The simplest level of all. You often have to move the ball left and right. The traps range from easy-to-dodge
hammers to more difficult ones like the trees sprouting from the ground. Level 2: Has many gaps to jump over coupled by moving platforms and a number of traps. Still a bit simple, as it is a prelude to the more difficult levels to come. Level 3: Now slightly faster compared to the first two levels. The beginning of the level has sprouting trees, moving platforms and some air side
movements. Things end up getting easier with traps that are very easy to avoid, making them more like visual distractions than actual dangers to your ball. Level 4: Now trees and walls are popping up from the ground. Reflexes are a must if you want to go through a rising narrow gate without smashing on a million pieces. There is also a part where you have to go through an
emerging tunnel and be fast enough to jump over the gap while a laser beam shoots at your position. Level 5: The colors in this level remain the same from start to finish. Expect many jumps, columns and moving platforms with these rolling wheels. Many split-second jumps are required halfway through the level when you want to be blasted with laser beams. There is a very high
probability that you can be killed instantly by falling on the first moving platforms immediately after starting the level. The best chance to avoid this early death is to hold on to the right and move towards the gems as the platform slides to the left. Level 6: The level is initially free of the usual display case of vibrant colors. There are many narrow paths you have to go through. They
need to be really precise here to avoid an early downfall. Level 7: The new obstacle in this plane is an arc that rises and descends. You can go through it when it's up and you can jump over it when it's down. Many lasers and shift blocks that could move in front of the ball, which is of course fatal if you don't move sideways fast enough. The large laser beams here distort the colors
a bit when firing. There is also a part where the level turns completely green. These visual distractions can disrupt your dynamics, so be warned. Level 8: The latest addition to Rolling Sky consists of colors that shift from a dark blue to a dazzling set of shades that make the obstacles look like Tetris blocks. Always look for arrows and red/bright blue platforms. Rolling Sky Balls
TipsMaybe the best way to master Rolling Sky is to buy unlimited balls for 1.99 dollars. It's not that expensive and your swing won't be interrupted when you run the balls. Also, it goes a long way in supporting the developer and the future of the game. If you still choose to spend without spending money, you can always watch promotional videos for a few extra balls. You could
come across a website that claims to have a hack that can give you unlimited balls. Do not use these hacks as they do not work and can only damage your device. Do not download installers or enter your personal information when asked to do so. There we go with the cheats, tips and tricks for Rolling Sky. I know the game is incredibly frustrating and they may be on the verge of
giving up. Just be patient, if you learn the ins and outs of a level, don't lose hope and keep practicing. All your efforts will pay off in the end when you finally reach 100% at all levels of the game. Good luck and have fun! Rolling Sky is a game that is quite addictive – and it's no surprise that it's now high in Apple's App Store top charts.This game isn't easy - but then seeing again can
always be deceiving. A first look at the game don't really reveal how exciting, entertaining and how often frustrating it can be – but those who have experience with Rolling Sky know full well that this game should not be taken lightly. While the goal is very clear in this rather annoying but persuasive game, you have to be extremely careful because things don't always look as they
seem. With that said, here are some Sky Cheats and tricks to help you get through. ControlThe most important thing in this game is to gain the stability needed to keep things under control. If you have tried to play this game at least once in your life — you would have noticed that it bears an uncanny resemblance to this legendary cruel game — Flappy Bird. Just as it is in the case
of this game, maintaining control in the Rolling Sky game is achieved by keeping your fingers stable. Although a bit of swipe movements are, sometimes to help the ball achieve dynamics - you'll be surprised how holding your finger on the screen can work wonders at any time. Remember that your ball goes where you put your finger and that it goes there at a precision speed.
Keep the momentum going by holding your finger on the screen. GemsIt might be tempting to focus on the gems and risk your life for them, but in this Rolling Sky game gems aren't as valuable as they are usually. Keep your eyes on the way you walk, as well as on the way in front of you, and be on the lookout for obstacles and traps instead of gemstones, as this is potentially lifesaving. It's important to familiarize yourself with the path you take during your first runs in the game, as this will help you go up later. PathsThere will be times when you will be confronted with decisions and forced to choose which way you want to go. Often one leads to doom and the other to safety. Be very careful when choosing which one you want to take, as this will decide
your fate. However, if you keep your eyes open long enough, you will find that there is indeed a way to tell if you are on the road to destruction, or if you have only avoided danger – and it is through exactly the very things you have been taught to ignore the gems. Remember that nothing has changed here either. There is still no need to collect these gems. But if you look at where
they are, you will discover the path to safety. These gems do not usually adorn the paths to your demise, and where they lie is where you are brought to safety. Do you know any other Rolling Sky Cheats and tricks we haven't mentioned yet? Please let us know in the comments below
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